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Famous First Facts, NSA
Part I: Pre-Computer Machine Cryptanalysis
RY SAMUF.L S. SNYn&fl
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This paper discu.'iSe!> the most important fir.'>l uses of pre-computer
machine!> and .i;pecial attachments in U.S. cryptanaly.i;i.'i in the 1930'.o;
and 1940'.i; by the U.S. Navy ond U.S. Army predec~.~i;or.<> of NSA ; fir.'ii

use of punched-card equipment, U.S. Navy Code and Signal Section:
Naval Communications ("NC") machine.'> and devires; NC-I. Serializins Modificoti.on ; NC-2, Cro.'h'i-Foot Machine ; NC-3, Dupe E#minator; NC-4, Improved Cro.u:-F'oot Machine ; NC-5. Potternizer; NC-6,
Difference Scoring and Weighting Device: NC-7, Collator Percentage
Matching Device: NC- R, Ptugboard Swit ching Device; paper tape
reading che punching equipment and hook ~p u.:ith electrical ty pewriteni (CXCO 'machine.<:); other electromechanical and photoelectric
machines for specialized cryptologic operati<Jn.": S.J.S. applications
for punched-cord equipment: U.S. code productinn. recon.<:tr~ction of
Japane!!ie codes, .<:landardization of indexinR procedurej, pattern
studies, lingui.d ic studie.... and ana(y.<:i.<: of .t elected parts. of me.<:.<iiCJ8t~;
lhe punched.card randomizer; the electromechanagrammer ("Gee-

Whizzer").
1

A reference boo~ on the shelf of mo~t public libraries, titled as is
this article (but without the "NSA "), is full of fascinating information
spanning a great variety of ~ubjects. Brom;ing through this book, one
finds answers h•ving varyinJ deJ?rees of useleis&ness, depend\ng on
one·~ questions. One even finds, in areaR touching NSA's fields of

npertise, an occasional error of fact. For exam ple, credit for building
the first solid-st.ate CC!mputer is given lo Remington Rand UNJVAC.
Philadelphia, Pa. We at NSA mijil:ht have told t he author that our
SOLO, delivered by Philro Corporation to this Agency in March 1958.
was the first. It is not my intentiori to attack the editors of that
scholarly work. or t.o upset 1.he delicate balance affecting. NSA's
necegary palicy or anonymity, b y pointing out such errors. Rather, I
would like l.O t.ake the reeder. wit.h me while I look al. a rew "fin.t..s" in
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machine applications in cryptanalysis. ~'or th~e who. have come int.O
the NSA community relatively recently, t!pecielly where NSA
machine Applications dominate their work , these few' Stori~ may be

of int..erest.
Harking .back some 40 years, we find U.S. cryptologic activiti~ in
their infancy: three small groups of three or four people each were in
the War Department, the Navy Dep8Jtril~Ot. ~nd Treasury'a Coast
GuBird. Jn the Navy. Depart.menl, the Code and Signal Section (el.so

known as OP-20-GX), ·under Miss A. M. Driscoll. was· responsible for
crypt.analytic work. The War Department effort, under Mr. William F.
Friedman. was known as the Signal lnt.elligence Section. Mrs. Elize·
beth Smith Friedman heeded a ·small group of cryptanalyst.s in the
Coa•t Guard.
In 1931. Navy's OP-20-GX was working on a cert8in Japanese Naval
sy!\lem which wa~ hasically a 3-kai1a 1 rode with kana Additive
encipherment. This system had been partially readable by the Navy
analyst.!, but in t9:l2 the Japanese chantted the S)"lem . It is likely
that this was one amon~ many changes in the crypto~yRtemt" of foreign
.:overnments that resulted directly from appearance in 1931 of Yardley's
Tht American Black Chamber. l It was goon apparent. that the new
system, also enciphered kana, used a new 4-kana code. This presented
an especially challenging task for the analyst&, since it was the first
timt! they were confronted with simultaneous chemge of U11dcrlyin~
code and cipher. The labor necessary LO perform the analysis oft.he
traffic in ~he new system .was obviously beyond the capacity of the staff,
using hand rrielhods. At this time, the ~ibility of usin~ punched
card equipment was inve-stigated. ln another area of the Navy Department, such machines were already being uttd for admini!litrative and
accounting applicetioni:i. Some pert.time use of this equipment was
arranged, to test lhe ftasibilily of the proposed cryptanalytic appli·
cation. No money was available for rent.el of IBM equipment for
OP- 20-GX until the fiscal year 1933.
In the fall of 1932. with isooo for FY- 33. ·o P- 20- GX installed a •mall
complement of punched card ~uipment:
2 duplicating keyi)unchee
1 sorter
l tabulator-priOter
This machine installation undoubtedly constitutes the first. use
. machine" in cryptanalysis in the United States. Capt. Thomas H.

or

'K•n• 1tftra to tht' modn-n Jepenese 48-~yllable 1y1Um for rrpreuntin1 in writing
lhe pronunri•tion ol J•peintote ""'otd1.
'Herbnt 0 . Yardley.
Menill, 1931}.
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Dyer, USN (Reti~). then Lieutenant, JG, was placed in charge of the
machine operation, and probably deserves the title or " father of machine
cryptanalysis." The · equiPment was instrumental in producinR a
brttaklhrough in this initial application, and of course in many other
problems later.
Old-timers (pre-computer days) al NSA wh~ " cut their machine
teeth" on punched card equipment may not know about the following
Lechnica) de-tail about · JBM ca1d systems of the early 1930's. Capt.
Dyer recalls that when he made the above-related small beginning:,
the repr~ntation and manipulation of alphabetic data in punched
cards was in its infancy. There were only two "zones" for alphabetic
2-hole codes: the ' ' 12" and "11 ." The rest of t he alphabet was accounted
for by arbitrary assign ment of certain numeric punches to selected
alphabetic characters. Thu!!., "uro" repre~ented the letter "O," "one"
·equated lO "I." "2'. stood for "Z,'' "6'" for "G, .. and so on. Obviously
this scheme precluded uses for mixed alphabetic and numeric
material. Within a year or two, IBM perfected and introduced its 3zo.ne system for 2-hole coding of alphabetic material.
Early in 1941. Lhe punched·Cafd machine nperators in Navy':ii Code
and Signal Section felt the need to overcome certain awkward and
inoonvenient aspect.a of their work. For example, it was repeatedly
necesury to number. in sequence. the individual cards in a set,
starting with a certain num~er , to identify each card. T o do this, .one
had to have ready a "ma1'ter" deck. select the starting number. and
perform the repr'oduction of Lhe identifying numben into the detail
cards in. a i:.eparate pass through the reproducer . A !'iimilar chore wa~
the count.int of sets or blank cards, for insertion an.er each master, or
line card. A more sophiinicated function was that known as "croS....
footing" or s0;mminfl two S·digit fields in a card and punchinR the sum
into the same card. These requirements, and a few others, were
b<ought to the attention of Caplain Redmond, then Director of Naval
COromunicationis, whO promised to brin1t these needs to the attention
of his good_ fri end, T . •J. Wet..~n of IRM Corporat ion. The re,.ult of
this contact was a visit by Mr. Watson's "seC:ond in command," durini:
which these requirements were described by Messrs. Peter lleffen and
Lewis Holland of OP-20-GX. This visit by the JBM executive was
..epeeted a feW days later by a senior IBM en,;ineer, who took entensive
notes. According tn Mr. Ho1lond. ' 'this was the extent or nur R &. 0,
papvwork, etc.'"
·
The result of these initial conU.cts was the beginning;nf a ~eries of
"NC" (for Naval Communications) machines and devices. These are
briefly described below:
" .
NC- I: Serializing Modifica'tio'1. - Within a few. ' months, about
Augus t 1941. Mr. Dell Newcomb, the JBM rustomer engineer assil(Tled
41
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to the Navy installation, installed a modification to the IRM Type 513
reproducing gangpuJlch. This performed ~he required serial numbering
function mentioned earlier, with excellent results.
NC-2: Cro.'l.«-Foot Machine.-This new machine, built up from the
IBM summary punch, accomplished the fundamental requirement of
adding two number~ and punching the re5Ull. iilto the same card, at
the rate of 100 cards per minute .. This wa" quite an improvement over
the 10-to-15 cards per minute of the previous procedure. The NC-2 was
the first in~tance of u~e of "matrix calculation" in accounting
machines.
NC-.'"1: Dupe Eliminator.-Ahout the same time es the NC-2, this
single-purpose machine was completed and delivered. It processed
presorted decks of message card~. noted cases of duplicate message
numbers, and flagged in~tances of repeated m~ages, at about 400
cards per minute.
NC-4: /rnproued Cro.'i!i·Fuot Machin e.-A better name miJ::ht be
"general-purpose deciphering mach ine," alt.hough this would not
apply to the machine in its original form. The NC-4 combined several
card-handling operations in one machine, such ss inserting blank
detail cards, reproducing additive key into detail cerd1< cross-footing
(performin~ noncarrying arithmetic), and checkiog the result for
divisibility by 3.4 When fir~t delivered (about December 1941) the
·NC-4 10 x 10 matrix was " hard-wired." ln succeeding yea rg it underwent several modifications which added. to its 8exibility by maklng
this process pluJtgable: first 10 x 10, then 26 x 26. and eventually
32 x 32.:. An additional function was the application or meanings to
code groups. The NC-4 was a reaJ workhorse durini:t: World War II, and
many copies were in use at the Naval Security · Station and at Pearl
Harbor and Melbourne.
NC-5: Alttemizer.-This machine examined 10-character selections
of text end formed a pattern ("idiomorph") reflecting occurren~ of
repeated characters. E:xarriple:
Text:
REAREX!TIT
Pattern: ABCABDEFEF
Although this was an interesting and classical cryptanalytic process,
the NC-.5 did not' have a large number of practical application~ during
the war.

NC-6: Difference Scoring and Weighting Deuice.-A modified
reproducer was connected to a specially built accumulator to analyze
high-frequency differences in additive systems, end recovering plain
code ·by statistical means. Only one model was built; it was used in
certain Japanese Naval additive systems during World War II.
NC-7: Collator Percentage Matching Device. -An attachment, the
NC-7 device, was connected lo a standard IBM collator, making it
possible for the collator to select, or perform other collator functions,
subject to a "per«ntage" match control. Thus, control could be set to
select when, say, any 15 columns oul of 25 achieved a malch. The
capacity for ma'tch-senioing was a maximum of 74 columns of digital
information, or 37 columns in the case of alphabetic data. The NC-7
was built by loc81 Navy personnel, rather than by IBM, which was the
case in all the earlier NC-series equipment.

~!5F

IA

'One ch•racteristic of many war-time Japanese Systems weis their UH of 4-digit
codl!l'I hevini the limitation ofdivi.si~ility·by·J, for i:a rble· c h ~llinjr .
'Actually the model of NC-4 which was upanded to accommod•te fuU alphabe~
was a different machine. dni~ated IBM Type 79'1, the Coordinatin11: Reproducer.
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NC-8: Pluf!buard Switching Device. -This device simplified the
changing of plugboards fo r those problem situations where succeeding
stages in processing required different plugboords. Prewired pluli::boards· could be manually or automatically swi tched into operation
and connection With a tabulator, collator, or reproducer. Use of the
NC-8 thus saved operational time through elimination oC delays in
removing and replacin« plugboerds.
Two other early machine deve lopments deserve mention·: (I) the
i:teries of transcribing and deciphering machines based upon paper
tape reading and punching equipment and their hookup with electric
typewrite~ . known as CXCO macbines, and (2) the electromechanical
and· pholo:electric machines, built under Navy sPonsorship for the
most part, for specialized cryptologic operations. The first is well
documented in the NSA Technical JournaL Vol. XVI, No. 4 (Fall
1971): "The CXCO Story," by Captain John A. Skinner, USN. The
second Aeries of mach ines includes a host of special-purpose or
limited-purpose devices and. machines too extensive to be detailed
here; however, one or the .first electromechanical machines, MIKE,
and the first photoelectric machine, the 70-mm Comparator, will be
bfiefly described. MIKE. built in 1944, was a monograph and digraph
counter. Input was numerical or alphabetic material punched in paper
tapes and read by a "double-headed" tape reader. The paired combination was formed by mean~ of a matrix, which transmitted en
impulse for a .digraph to one of 676 dial counters. At the same time
each letter of the pair was counted on a visual counter, one of 52.
conesponding to rows and columns of the matrix. The totals had to he
read visually · and copied out by hand. (For a time. an experimental
process of photographing thene dial settings was tried , without great
success.) MIKE was superseded by ALCATRAZ, which included
18f !EC:tzi UMBRA
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{acl\iti.es for 'automa.tiee.lty printing the result.a. The 70-mm Comparator was based on a principle_ SUfi!:f:esled by Vannevar Bush of
M.J.'l'., and the fi~st model of such a machine arrived 8t the Navy
early in 194J. It used rolls of paper, the o'paque backing commonly
tii:ied on camera film r~lls, es an information . mediu~. Very small
holes were punched along its horizon~l dii:DenSion, correF>ponding to
letters of text, one line per character. The width, somewhat more than
70 millimeters, was divided into positions corresponding to letters
of the alphabet. Two such rolls of tape were threaded around a series
of ·rollers and past a hank of t en , ph9t.o-cells which scanned from
one to ten successive text positions. Coincidences between the two
tapes registered in one or more oounters, and an eleventh photo-cell
recorded the extent of overlap by means of a separate fttd-hole level

on the tape. After each pass of the tape loops, the relative juxtapo.<oition o( the lwo tapes was changed by advancing one tape from J to IO
position~. A printed 1ecofd of ?e!.Ult~ wai::. made on & typewrite1. Many
models of the 70-mm Compafator were built, and of course equipment
to punch the tape. It wa:;; u~d hoth by the Navy and War Department
offices very sticcessfully in a number of problem situations.
Just a few words about· the T:ree!\ury'r:; Coast Guard cryptologic
activities: The Cryptolo~ic Unit. was established in 1931 to solve mes"·
sages between smugglers and other criminals operating in v'lolation of
laws adminis.tered by the Tteasu1y Department. After World· War ll
began in 1939, the unit monitored possible nonneutral communications affecting vesselFi of belligerents·. Punch card machines were used
to assist these activities, beginnin~ in 193.5 with Remington Rand
equipment, 1md continuing from 1937 with IBM machines. Mrs.
EJizebeth Friedman was in .charge. and her small staff included
Lt. Leonard 'f. Jones, Robert 0 . Gordon, Vernon E. Cooley, and Miss
Mary Joe Dunning, among otheN;. The lai;t three named lrani:iferred
to the War DeparLmenL's S.J.S. in l939. In November 1941 the Coa6t
Guard unit we~ transferred to the Navy Department. becoming a .perl
of OP- 20-GX.
.
The War Department's Signal lntel1igence Section, under Mr.
William F. Friedman, was originally primarily responsible for crypto·
graphic work for Army needs. The section devised field codes and .
several small enciphering deVices for Army u~. In conrleCtion ·with
these efforts, in order to assess the secu~ity of euch systems the S.l.S.
also engaged in theoreti~al studieR 'in cryptanalysis, being prevented
from practical work in the field by lack of traffic and a'so because, in
Mr. Friedma.n's words. " . . . the .Army reli!u lation applicable thereto
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apeci6.ca.lly restri.cted cryptanalytic operations on foreign communi·
cations t<> wartime."'
A!Lhough the need. f~r machine assistance was acutely felt, no
money was available for this purpoi:;e until late in 1934. According to
Mr. Friedman, he did not even know of Navy's use of IBM equipment
until the summer of 1934. An IBM installation in the Munitions
Buildinlil:, " . : used for accountinlil:' purposes in connection with Lhe ·
C.C.C.-the Civilian Cons~rvation Corps-. .'"' ....,as transferred to
S.I.S. upon Mr. Friedma~'s urgent request.
The first S.l.S. appJicetions for punChed card equip.ment were related to code production . . An am Using story is t.old concerning S.l.S.
compilation of code books ui:iing punched cards. Two equal-si:z.e decks
Of cards were punched, one containing code groups and the ~econd con·
taining plain-text meanings. The object was to assign one code group
to each meaning ·in random order. The earlie8l method employed for
the randomizing process was simply to throw the meaning cards into
the air. pick them up one by one, and then use the IBM reproducer to
punch meanings into the code group cards. Of course. aft.er printing
e "decode" copy (in code group order). the deck of cards wouid be sorted
alphabetically accordin~ to meanings, to produce a copy of the code
book in "encode" ord8r. In one incident during such a code book production, the number of cards in one deck wae one fewer than those in
the other deck, arter "up-in-the-air" randomizin.g. After ~earching for
some time, (you guessed it!) we found the missing card, stuck in a
crack over a doorway!
By the time I started work al S .l.S. in AuitUst 1936, the Section had
grown to the respectable size of nine civilians ({ wae number 10) end
two · student officers. It had been the custom for several years for the
Army to assign two regular officers to the SJ.S. for two years' study of
cryptology under Mr. Friedman's su·per;ision. Captain Harrod G.
MiHer And First LieutenAnl Harold G. Hayes (later Col. Hayes, one
of A.S.A.'s early directors) were on active duty in S.1.S. in 1936. We
occupied one room and a vault room (in whiCh classified materiai was
locked nightly), and. down the hall from our regular offices. a machine
room . ·The cQmplement of IBM punched card equipment consisted of
one each alphabetic duplicating key-punch. sorter, gang pun~h-reprO- ·
duc9r, and tabulator.
By this ti.me the S.LS. was actively puahing cryptanalytic activity
on Japanese diplomatic codes. We were already receiving intercepted
mes&ages from two or three stations, and two new· Army stations, al
'William F. Friedman, SU Uctun~ on Cryprolbty. (Fort Ceorl(e G. Meade. Md .:
OfficeoCTraininitServicu, NSA, April 1963). p. 171 fCONF).
'Ibid .. p.170 .
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For the firs' few years. our use of IBM equipment followed a system
best described as "haphaurd.'' The analysts who used the equipment

were self taugh.t 8s to punch-card te-chniques, since the only knollfn
IBM uses were in the accounting field. Each analyst requiring an inde~
of cipher text, for example, worked out a procedure, punched cards of
raw traffic reading from Sheets edited by himself. then wired up plug·
board!i and operated the machines to produce printed listings. At lhe
conclusion oft.he job the analyst could be seen .returning to the vault
from the machine room, r,>ften wit~ a machine listing under one arm
and one or two 00:..es of cards under the other. (OccHionally if the.
volume was great, we had the use of a $tnall truck which we pushed
from one end of the fourth 1;1.•ing to tho other.) Incidentally, if the
analYAt-operat(_>f wae careful and more than usually systematic, he
would remember to write down the colurnn numbers or the fields of in·
formation punched in \.ht cards. !ind a few word& about .\.he particular
proces.q, to be saved along with the card.a. But, or course, each analyst's
columns and procedures were his own snd different from those of the
other analysts.
Even though IBM operations were uni:tystematic, this was an excit·
ing time for machine development.a. Th.e pro«dure foy l)ttpa.ring in·
deJ.es , already mentioned. w8"' under!(nin~ refinemenl and generalii.a·
tion. The idea of gene131ting a separate card for each codo group, u9ing
a me~ter line card followed by a set of blank cards, was developed by
two or three of us analysts working cooperatively. The use of an
punch control card, later refined by usina: a Q -punch on -Line card
(which cen be interpreted by the mach~ nts as an x . punch whelher
read forward or backward)'• .became JX>Mible ·only when we prevailed
on our .JBM cu~tomer engineer, the late Dell Newcomb. to stiort-circuit
one of t~e relR.Ys of the reproducer. For m.1tiny month!i after thi!I, our
indexing procedure included AS one vital step. the insertion of a paper
dip across a ctJtain set or eontacts. on a particular relay!* ll ia oot an
esaggeration to say that this IBM indexinit procedure (with or without
the paper clip!) became the backbone or all NSA punched card opera·

x.

•Mr. Ne..C:Omb laur ~vt'd • cuh •ward hon> IBM Corporation for hili prop:iefd
IMP'' dip.
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Panama and Hawaii, were being set up about this time by Or. A.
Sinkov and Dr. S. Kullbaek, re.(jpect.ively·. The Japane;:,e meesages were
usually in one of a series of 2· and 4-lett.er · cod~ that changed every
three to six monlh!i. With the help of inde:ies prepared on the lBM
equipment. new codes were relatively easily reconstructed by our team
of three or four cryptanalysts and one Japanese lir:tguist. the ls.te John
Hurt.

modiR~1 ion in Ui~ Hprodu"~ whith .an:ompli•hed the a.mir thla,, .J0111
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tions, and wa3 the forerunner of the important compute? progr.ims
known as KWJC indeses (Key-Word in Cont.ext).
In 1938. Mr. Friedman-;eali;ed thalthe state of affairs in the ma chine room was chaotic. He direct.ed Larry Clark to begin preparing
written descriptions of IBM procedures and about the same tirrie as1igned me to wotk. full ti.me in ihe machine room. As first machineroom supervisor for S .l.S .. my duti~ at first were divided approximately
u follows: 503 ca.rd -punching. 30% machine operetion.~. and 203 planning new procedures. One or my first innovation& WIS the
standardiution . of our indexing procedures. As I have mentioned.
until this t ime each analyst worked out his own methods . punched ·
his own cards, wired pluxboards, and operated the equipment.
The problem was not only the di fferences in fields of the cs.rd used
by different individuals, but a lso d.iffeJence.c> due to variations in
siu or voups to be indexed . The si2e of groups indexed could vary
Crom single letter (or digit) to five characte~ . There might be other
variations in collateral information needed ; that is, message identifi.
cation, date, routing, and the like. Also, there were differinR requirements for number of groupe preceding or following the indexed group,
as well as differences in extent of consolidatio n of messaies- from
separate indexes of single messages to mammoth st.ud..ies of hundreds
or messages. The final solution was based on use of unifQTm 6elds for
punching master .cards, which not only. &implified t hings for the card
Punch operator, but reduced to only a handful the number of repro-

ducer plugb<>ard wirings required w be kept on hand.
My usignment as full.time supervisor of machine room operations
lasted about a year. I had asked Mr. Friedman for a transfer back to
crypt.analytic dUties tl8 soon as a professional punch card mim could
be hired . In October 1939 our fi~t full -time key-punch operators were
employed. In December 1939 Mr. Ulrich Kropfl w &B obtained for the
job 0 ( machine room supervisor, alld I Spent a (ew weeks with him lo
familiarize him with our problems and procedures. Within a year
aft.er Mr. Kropff came, he had hired. several other key.punch o peutors,
and soon addltiooal machine operators. The machines were used for
a variety of jobs, including pattern studies, linguistic studies, analyses
of selected paru or messag~ . and the like. The work horse continued ·
to be the indu.; it contribuied heavily to the success of our a ttacks on
Japanese Red and Purple machlne ciphers, as well as to nther lesser
known succes3es.
.
·
Very little was done before the .beginning of the Second Wo1ld War
in the area of specia l machinet1 or attachment.! for cryptologic. pur·
. posea. Although it.. never becam.e oPenttonal on a large scale, probably
the very fust attachment or modification to purlched-card equipment
cOr cryptoloKic purposes was a device ror rando mizing punched cards.
IUP s4c•CT :1::120
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The randomizer, or strictly speaking the "mis-sorter,'' . was invented
by Mr. Frank 8 . Rowlett about 1936. It oonaist.ed of (l) a commutator
disk with a rotating brush, mounted on the back of an IBM sorter, and
(2) a group of five brushes mounted at the &Orter reading position, in
pla(:e of the single brush normally used in conventional 1mrter operation. The different point.a, or divisions, of. the commutator diisk delivered electrica l !\ignaJs' from the five bil.i;li~ tO the leaves• of the
sorter. Thus, the rotaUon or the brush on the commutator, by reading
random punches in five card columm. cau!\ed the 'c ards to fell into sorter
pockets in· random, or mis-so~d. order. There were some synchrnni2atton problems to be solved, but these were soon cleared up, and the
randomizer wH ectu&lly used for a time in connection with code book
production. There was the obvious drawback thal., with only one pass,
the rearranged cards were only Partially "shutned"; that is, cards occupy;ng early positions in the original deck would "till be in relatively
early positions in the shuffled deck. To .:et around this, one made at
least three .passes. with the randomizer, and combined with th\s M>me
manual shuffling. This device, plus the procedure of using the sorter.
achieved the unpredictability which setiSfied the requirements.
Among the Japanese diplomatic system:oi cu"ent in the 1930'!1 end
early 1940's, a series of 2- Bnd 4-lettei- code& accciunied for a large share
of the traffic. Some of these were enciphered by keyed-columnar single
transposition, with keys changi n~ daily. Usinf( manual anagramming
·method11, we found it fairly easy lo stay current; much or the traffic in
such systems was readable within a short time. In some <:Hes changes
and conections to one system were transmitted by the Japanese in
another readable system~
In the spring of 1941 the Japanese complicated the system furt.her
with use of blanks and nulls in the enciphering maltix, and traffic
became heavier, so that it was more' difficult to keep up with the workload. Machine help was souRht. At first this took the form of preparing
sets or punched cards containing logarithms of frequencie~ of digraphs
and assembling for printout those cards conesponding to a group of
letters t.o be slid, or juxtaposed, against the other letters of the message. The cards contained two sets of 26 logarithmic values, that is,
the Values of digraphs formed with the chosen KfOUP of letlef'- taken
both as.initial and es final letters of digraphs. Printouts had to be scanned along a dia2onal to find a high frequency setting, which turned out
to be very tedious. To generate the series of .diagonals and provide
o means of calling attention to the higheSt totals, it was necessAry to
devise a procedure or a device which could feed new log values to the
tabulator counters while droppin2 t he old ones from the tot.al and

oper•ling in synchrony with the t&bu l&tor. This w&s accomplished by
use of two 6-point, 25-position rotary selector switche.~. J won't include
here all the technical details, since this has been very well covered iTi
a previous NSA Technical Journal (Vol. VTII, No. J, Winter 1963). The
result.a were spectacular, inspiring the nickname "Gee-Whizzer." This
attachment, officially called Electromechanagrammer. was undoubtedly the first practical special-purpose cryptologic attachment to
punched card equipment in the U.S. cryptologic agenci~ .
Many other attachments and spfjcial-purpose· machines were built,
particularly under pressure of waf-time needs, sinliht'r to those already
briefly descrihed in the section on Navy Code and Signal Section.
Since this discussion has been limited to describing some "firsts"in
U.S. machine cryptology in the pre-computer era, we will not go into
more detail. The actual items of equipment built numbered in the
hundreds, and the variety of design and problem applicability was almost unlimited. Indeed, the one universally true statement that would
r;ummBTize our experience might be that no sooner has a machine
been built. for some purpose than other unforeseen uses aie discovered.
In fact , it iS in this seose that the modern computer finds its true destiny.
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